New results on neutral current cross sections -combined H1 and ZEUS data - New PDF fit from HERA -combined H1 and ZEUS data - • Proton structure described by precise PDFs needed for making accurate predictions for any process involving protons.
• DGLAP QCD evolution provides Q 2 dependence of the PDFs x dependence must come from data.
HERA covers the most important region for the LHC -W, Z 0 cross section prediction. Results at lowest Q 2
Precision of preliminary H1 data for Q 2 > 5 GeV 2 reaches 1.5%
H1 combined data cover the gap between published ZEUS results and agree with them in regions of overlap
The high y measurements /2) (θ sin E 
F L in averaged x bins
The result confirms that pQCD at higher orders is valid at low x: the F L calculated using HERA I data, predominantly driven by ∂F 2 / ∂lnQ 2 , is in very good agreement with preliminary measurement Unlike at fixed target experiments, F L at HERA is not small because of the large gluon density at low x
Summary and Outlook
Many results on DIS obtained from HERA experiments recently, providing precise measurement of proton structure H1 and ZEUS well on their way to provide the highest precision measurements of the proton structure as are important for the LHC FIRST TIME AT HERA: Direct measurements of the F L structure function using data with different proton beam energies -important check of the theory no indication for any deviation from the formalism of DGLAP QCD -extension of the measurement to the lower Q 2 is expected soon at H1 -ZEUS measurement also in progress Many more results from HERA are being presented in parallel to this workshop -DIS08 at London HERA is finally approaching a phase of high precision measurements of unique nature in particle physics Background is measured using data events with the track charge opposite to lepton beam charge A small background charge asymmetry present due to the much enhanced interaction cross section of anti-protons over protons at low energies Background charge asymmetry (κ) is determined using high statistics e + p and e -p data with E p = 920 GeV
Background determination at high y at H1 
